CASE STUDY

Online backup solution protects critical data
THE CLIENT
Jasmax Ltd

INDUSTRY
Architecture and Design

THE BUSINESS NEED
Leading New Zealand architecture and design company Jasmax needed a
robust backup solution to protect critical data, following a previous review
that showed a number of areas needing to be addressed. The Christchurch
earthquake and its impact on the company increased the priority.

THE CHALLENGE
Softsource was challenged with delivering a full online back-up
environment by transitioning Jasmax’s existing internal systems to an
outsourced service via Softsource’s entrada data centre.

THE SOLUTION
A complete solution, from backup technologies through to disaster
recovery and a backup wide area network (WAN) service, was delivered
by Softsource at a fixed monthly cost.

BUSINESS BENEFITS

•

Freeing up staff to focus on other areas, while knowing there is a
team of expert individuals working to keep Jasmax’s data safe

•

Leveraging the experience and knowledge of Softsource’s team to
create an adaptable, flexible and robust solution that continues to
evolve to meet Jasmax’s business needs

•
•

Setting up new back-up routines for provisioned servers can now
be done in less than five minutes; a previously layered process that
used to take up to one hour
Reliable and tested backups ensure data protection, while remaining
cost-effective. The backup technologies are powered by CA
Technologies

Jasmax
Natural disaster prompts change
Jasmax is a major New Zealand architectural,
interiors and landscape design practice, with
nearly 200 staff across Auckland, Wellington and
Christchurch. The company has worked on a
number of outstanding national and international
projects, including the acclaimed Britomart
Transport Centre in Auckland and Wellington’s Te
Papa Museum of New Zealand.
Following earthquake impact on its Christchurch
office, Jasmax realised the critical need for
a robust online backup environment. This
environment had to enable the company to easily
retrieve reliable backups, while protecting against
future loss of valuable data.
Prior to the earthquake, the company had an
internal backup solution, using Storagecraft
ShadowProtect. While the company had been
reviewing its backup solution, the project was not
a priority as manual processes had been created
to keep business processes running. However,
when the natural disaster struck it signalled to
Jasmax the value of better protecting its data –
this project then became a priority. The company
identified that an outsourced backup cloud-based
service delivery model would offer more benefits
than the current internal system.
Cont. over

Natural disaster prompts change ...... cont.
Building upon an existing relationship, Jasmax knew
Softsource’s data centre would fit the bill. The in-house IT
team worked closely with Softsource to deliver upon the
company’s strategic objectives for the project.

The management of the backups is now outsourced to
Softsource. This enables Jasmax’s IT staff to work on
other projects as they are assured that the critical task of
backups is being completed every day.

Softsource delivered a fully managed backup solution across
three sites – Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch – with
critical servers replicated offsite to Softsource’s tier 3 data
centre. Backups of all nominated servers were replicated
back to Softsource, once dedicated WAN links were
available. Recovery instances were created and tested for
the replicated machines.

Today, Softsource’s flexible and scalable entrada
online backup offers Jasmax the latest suite of backup
technologies for their needs, through a competitive pricing
structure, reasonable entry-level costs and rapid response
times. This flexibility allows Jasmax to grow and shrink
its backup cycles as the business’s needs demand.
Jasmax has been able to immediately realise technology
enhancements and cloud computing benefits.

SOFTSOURCE
“The Softsource online backup is not a one-size-fits-all solution –
whether Jasmax wants backups only through to business continuity
services, Softsource has the technologies under one umbrella to
deliver the best fit for the company.”

David Small, Technical Manager

JASMAX
“Softsource’s service has provided us with total peace of mind and
confidence in our ability to recover and access our data. The solution
has also allowed us to quickly adapt, and / or to quickly fix any bugs
that crop up, ensuring the system is able to meet the unique needs of
Jasmax – this is a major benefit.”

Dominic Whyle, IT Manager
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